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Token redistribution token

Whitepaper

INTRODUCTION:
The Apex Whitepaper aims to educate readers on our
vision, strategy and roadmap. Below we illustrate in
detail our unique redistribution mechanism.
We are happy to improve upon the new protocol on
Tinyman and are excited to showcase the new use
cases that this will enable.
Safemoon was the one to bring awareness around RFI
and HODL rewards. Apex will carry the innovation
forward. We will share our vision with the world: the
improved reward mechanism.

Right into it:
Apex is the next evolution of a decentralized contract on
the Algorand Chain (ALGO): It is a real estate inspired
project.
We will be partnering with some real estate companies
and thereby, bringing them to the awareness of Algorand
and Apex. We will enable our investors to look into
acquiring properties for themselves and help them

secure a better future by redirecting their monthly
rewards into a Hodling account that will grant them the
access to partake in shares and development of real
estate.
A verification badge will be introduced next month which
will help us give status and authenticity of investors'
shares. In that case putting everything visible before the
community.
We will be working with a couple other apps to generate
a structural system. Connecting our investors/hodlers to
real estate developments and enabling them to get
shares and possible returns.

REWARD
You get rewarded in Token redistribution every 24hrs and
In Algo every week at an average hodling amount with
the snapshot data.
Under finance management within the Real Estate
Sectors, we branch a system that will enable hodlers be
part of real estate plans and development. The token
contract employs a rewards system;
5% is redistributed to holders
10% in Algorand every one week.
3% is used to fuel the liquidity pool exchange growth.

UNDERSTANDING APEX
In order to fully understand the Algorand redistribution,
we need to educate you on the reflection concept:

Classic redistribution

This is a concept that was popularized by Safemoon.
The mechanism incentivizes token holders to hold in
order to earn dividends from the transactions (buys and
sells). Redistribution is based on percentage (in the
contract), current token balance and number of holders.

Liquidity Providers:
Liquidity providers are the strong structures within the
engine of this project and hence, are entitled to so many
privileges.

Apex redistribution
Manually is unintuitive for a couple of reasons but, in this
case you will receive your tokens through manual

distribution. Time constraints as you need to Hodl to
qualify for your redistribution. The way it works for
holders: You buy tokens and hold them, every 24hrs
minutes you'll manually receive Apex in your wallet. Not
a single action is required. This will help regulate bots or
weak hands.
Your Apex tokens amount is persistant and won't
change.

SNAPSHOT TIMER:
Snapshot takes place three times every day before
average result and then rewards are sent.

BEHIND THE SCENE
The contract keeps track in an array of all token holders.
Every transaction processes a certain number of users,
depending on the transaction size (bigger token transfers
can process more, since the gas will still be
proportionally less than the value of the tokens)

•

THE SYSTEM
This system is fully automated and doesn't add minimal
gas fees proportional to value transferred. The number
of holders processed through each transaction is
dynamic and based on transaction size. Holders will
receive dividends from the queue based on their position
in the array. It's a fair system, fully manual for a reason.
Minimum token balance is 20$ Apex tokens to receive
Apex distributions.

WHAT IF I SELL BEFORE SNAPSHOTS?

The stars are bright but your bags are brighter when you
Hodl.

APEX LAUNCH

Algo Apex will be launched Immediately tinyman is up,
2021.
•

DEX LISTING
Following the presale, Apex tokens will become available
for purchase on Tinyman.

NFT LAUNCH

APEX will have its NFT launch just after the launch of
the Apex token and will first be distributed to first 50 top
hodlers.
Apex NFT will be launched for 20 Algos.
Top 100 first buyers of Apex NFT qualifies for our bounty
rewards at the end of the month.

TOKEN INFORMATION
NETWORK: ALGO APEX
Ticker: APEX
CONTRACT ID:
•TOTAL SUPPLY : 10,000,000
•TOKENS FOR TINYMAN LISTING : (30%)
•TOKENS FOR MARKETING/REWARDS WALLET:
(30%)
•DEVELOPERS WALLET: 1,000,000 (10%)

